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In this problem, we discuss a two-agent dynamic team decision theory
problem with non-classical information structure and feedback. It is the
objective to design a team strategy that minimizes an additive time-invariant
cost function that generalizes well-known problems and enables new
formulations pertaining to "sequential information gain". We (i) demonstrate
a structural result that characterizes optimal strategies using minimal
sufficient statistics for optimal schemes and (ii) use this insight to characterize
the inverse optimal control problem where for a fixed strategy is shown to be
optimal - using variational equations from information theory - for a class of
cost functions pertaining to likelihood ratios.
We demonstrate the
relationship with this result and time-reversible Markov chains in stochastic
dynamical systems, and characterize a sequential information gain cost
function for which the dynamics of the M/M/1 queue and other queuing
systems are shown to be optimal.
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